A correlation study of continuously monitored gamma dose rate and meteorological conditions.
In this paper, the correlations between the continuously monitored gamma dose rate (GDR) and meteorological parameters, including precipitation, air temperature, relative humidity, air pressure, wind direction, and wind speed, were analyzed by using one year of the hourly dataset from a monitoring system with ten stations. The correlation coefficients are varied by the range of each meteorological parameter. Precipitation would enhance the GDR up to 84%, which is highly related to precipitation intensity and ground type. Strong and positive correlation between the GDR and light precipitation was identified, while the correlation was reduced with increasing of precipitation. Air temperature could cause a fluctuation of the average GDR within the range 1.8-5.3 nGy h-1, and different correlation characteristics were indicated for low and high air temperature. The GDR was positively correlated with relative humidity, though relative humidity is inversely correlated with air temperature. Correlations between the GDR and air pressure were mainly negative. Diurnal variations between the GDR and the air temperature, relative humidity, and air pressure were also analyzed. The wind played an important role also in the fluctuation of the GDR with the GDR difference up to 2.00 nGy h-1 averaged from the sixteen wind-directions. Lower GDR can be found in the direction of prevailing wind because of the dilution effect of the radon progenies in the surface air. In this paper, some exploratory interpretation of physical influence mechanisms of meteorological parameters on the GDR was also presented, which suggests further work should be carried out to explore the variation and correlation principle.